
A few notes on turning an image into Monochrome in 

Photoshop  
 

1) Open RAW file in Bridge, adjust as required, output to Photoshop (psd file). 

 n.b. use Exposure / Recovery / Fill Light to balance image. 

2) Use crop tool to required image size. 

3) Duplicate the “Background” layer and title. 

 n.b. use this layer for any cloning work etc,. 

4) Add “Levels” adjustment layer [above previous layer unless stated] 

5) Add “Channel Mixer” layer. 

 Tick “Monochrome” box. 

 Click “Preset” box for drop-down options. 

 Click one of the filter options. 

 Scroll with mouse wheel for most pleasing mono effect. 

  Alternatively: 

  Click “Preset” box for drop-down options. 

  Click “Custom” 

Individually adjust the Red/Green/Blue sliders for most pleasing mono 

effect: tip - sum of numbers should add to +200. 

6) Add “Hue and Saturation” adjustment layer under channel mixer. 

n.b. once a layer has been placed in the layer stack you can drag the layer to a different 

position in the stack. 

Move the “Hue” slider slowly and you will see the subtle changes of the 

monochrome image. When the most pleasing mono effect is achieve, try making 

small changes to the “saturation slider”. 

7) Move the “Levels” layer above the “Channel Mixer” layer – adjust if required 

n.b. not essential, but makes this levels the master and changes all image layers below. 

 

Selective enhancement using layer masks and levels: 

 

FYI: sometimes small changes in levels, say in a sky, can show up as “bands” in the image. 

This can be addressed by changing the image from “8” to “16 bit”. This expands the 

amount of data in the image and can reduce banding. The down side of this is that file size 

increases, but it is possible to return to 8 bit with minimal loss of image quality before 

saving work: 

  

8) Image>Mode>16bit  

 

 

9) Oval vignette: 

Select the elliptical marques tool and use mouse to draw a vertical oval around image 

Select>Inverse 

Click “Refine Edge” (top of screen)  

Select “Feather” at 250 pixels [ok] 

Add “Levels” adjustment layer 

Move centre slide of levels to darken the edges 

 

 

 



10) Darken Sky/Foreground (as shown on the night): 

 

Click on the Duplicated Background layer in layer stack to make layer active. 

Select “Gradient Tool” 

Select “Foreground to Background” in presets and “Liner Gradient” 

Select “Quick Mask” 

Set opacity to 100% 

 Select “Foreground Colour” as white 

Place curser at top of image (for Sky) and drag downwards to point where 

darkening should end and release 

 n.b. holding the up arrow key while moving cursor will give a vertical line 

 [you should now have a red mask] 

Exit “Quick Mask” 

Add “Levels” adjustment layer 

 Move centre slide to darken selected area 

 

11) Darken Sky/Forground (just using a “Quick Mask”): 

 

Click on the Duplicated Background layer in layer stack to make layer active. 

Select a soft brush from the brush pallet. 

Select “Quick Mask” 

Set opacity to 33% 

Set “Foreground” colour to black. 

Paint (in red) the area to be darkened (you can unpaint by setting forground colour 

to white). 

Exit “Quick Mask” 

Select>Inverse 

Add “Levels” adjustment layer. 

 Move centre slide to darken the edges 

 

Other areas of the image can be lightened or darkened using same method. 

 

And you can work in the “Layer Mask” to paint back any areas that are now too dark (such 

as the cross on the top of the memorial) that may be darkened too much. 

 

Area of the image can be lightened or darkened using many methods within Photoshop 

(this is just one, my preference, not necessarily the best). The same applies to “Chanell 

Mixer” for mono conversion - just one, my preference, not necessarily the best!) 

 

12) Then to finish: 

Image>Mode>8bit 

 

13) Save as etc. / Sharpen / Print (and that’s another story!) 
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